Radial frequency patterns describe a small and perceptually distinct subset of all possible planar shapes.
The visual system is exposed to a vast number of shapes and objects. Yet, human object recognition is effortless, fast and largely independent of naturally occurring transformations such as position and scale. The precise mechanisms of shape encoding are still largely unknown. Radial frequency (RF) patterns are a special class of closed contours defined by modulation of a circle's radius. These patterns have been frequently and successfully used as stimuli in vision science to investigate aspects of shape processing. Given their mathematical properties, RF patterns can not represent any arbitrary shape, but the ability to generate more complex, biologically relevant, shapes depicting the outlines of objects such as fruits or human heads raises the possibility that RF patterns span a representative subset of possible shapes. However, this assumption has not been tested before. Here we show that only a small fraction of all possible shapes can be represented by RF patterns and that this small fraction is perceptually distinct from the general class of all possible shapes. Specifically, we derive a general measure for the distance of a given shape's outline from the set of RF patterns, allowing us to scan large numbers of object outlines automatically. We find that only between 1% and 6% of naturally smooth outlines can be exactly represented by RF patterns. We present results from a visual search experiment, which revealed that searching an RF pattern among non-radial frequency patterns is efficient, whereas searching an RF pattern among other RF patterns is inefficient (and vice versa). These results suggest that RF patterns represent only a restricted subset of possible planar shapes and that results obtained with this special class of stimuli can not simply be expected to generalise to any arbitrary planar shape.